My concern is a more fundamental one-constitutional authorization. The exclusionary rule, as understood by the Burger and Rehnquist Courts, presents a serious question: under what authority does the Court impose the rule upon federal and state trial courts? It has been charged that this rule, so widely advertised as a defense of constitutional values, is itself the result of an improper usurpation of power by the Supreme Court. 5 To appreciate the dimensions of the problem it is useful first to return to the locus classicus of Warren Court exclusionary rule doctrine, Mapp v. Ohio; 6 second to examine the Burger Court cases that undercut the basis for the rule; and third to review the expressions of doubt, especially by the Reagan-Bush Department ofJustice, as to the Court's present authority to impose the rule.
I will contend in this article that although there is a genuine problem, there is also a way to save the exclusionary rule that has passable support in the case law from Mapp to the present. It is an amplification of Professor Kaplan's theory that the exclusionary rule is a contingent consequence of the Constitution. 7 This article defends Kaplan's theory against concerns as to the logic of contingent constitutional commands and fills in a gap in his discussion regarding the constitutional source of the exclusionary rule. That source, I will argue, is best understood as an enforcement clause, sensitive to contingencies, implicit within the Fourth Amendment itself. So amplified, this theory of the exclusionary rule is superior to its major competitors and is the best candidate for saving the rule-on the continuing underlying assumption of this article that we are not free to jettison altogether the Burger and Rehnquist Courts' exclusionary rule jurisprudence.
This best hope for the exclusionary rule will save only a rule that is subject to replacement by action of either the Congress or the states. 8 Moreover, those who are cautious in their use of normative rule that was in fact of minimum effectiveness would not provide a second best solution because it would produce real additional cost for insufficient benefit.
5 See infra notes 40-51 and accompanying text. 6 367 U.S. 643 (1961) . Some evidence excluded through application of Miranda must be excluded by dint [Vol. 84 interpretational arguments may conclude that the best way to save the exclusionary rule is still not good enough to do the job.
A. MAPP V OHIO
The Fourth Amendment exclusionary rule in the federal courts is traditionally traced back to Weeks v. United States, 9 although there is room for doubt about whether that case held more than that illegally seized evidence could be returned to its rightful owner even if it thereby becomes unavailable for trial. 10 In Silverthorne Lumber Co. v. United States,"I however, the Court unquestionably did hold that evidence procured through a search or seizure in violation of the Fourth Amendment was inadmissible in federal court.
The case that announced the application of the exclusionary rule to the states, Mapp v. Ohio,' 2 represents the high water mark of Supreme Court regard for the constitutional credentials of the exclusionary rule. Never before nor since has an opinion of the Court so forthrightly asserted that the rule is "constitutionally necessary."' 3 "All evidence obtained by searches and seizures in violation of the Constitution is, by that same authority, inadmissible in a state court." 14 Unfortunately, Justice Clark's argument for the constitutional necessity of the exclusionary rule as applied to the states is to be admired more for its rhetorical elegance than for its logical and conceptual precision. Still, it is possible to distill from Mapp three substantial constitutional arguments for the rule. I have two purposes in sketching these three Mapp arguments. The first is to contrast the apparent solidity of the constitutional foundations of the rule as set out in Clark's opinion with the crumbled foundations of today. The of the Fifth Amendment. The rule raises the issue of whether the Court can accomplish this purpose through promulgation of a rule that is intentionally overbroad. It can be argued that the Court is implicitly authorized to do so under its judicial review authority-at least in cases where there is no effectively administrable narrower rule that would exclude an acceptable number of statements that violate the Fifth Amendment and where the number of constitutionally admissible statements that are excluded by Miranda is not too great. This is, then, an application of what might be called the Court's "bright line rule" authority. It is plausible that some such authority is implicit within judicial review. Whether Miranda is a correct application of such an authority, however, is a subject for a very different article.
9 232 U.S. 383 (1914) . 10 
251 U.S. 385 (1920).
12 367 U.S. 643 (1961) . 13 Id. at 656; see also id. at 648 (asserting that the rule is "constitutionally required"). 14 Id. at 655. second is to highlight the one Mapp argument that may have a future as well as a past.
The Three Arguments of Mapp a. Implied Privilege
Justice Clark concluded that there is, within the Fourth Amendment itself, an implied constitutional "privilege" embracing "the exclusion of the evidence that an accused had been forced to give by reason of the unlawful seizure."' 5 To deny constitutional status to the exclusionary rule would be "to grant the right but in reality to withhold its privilege and enjoyment. "' 6 If this is a sound constitutional interpretation, then the question of constitutional authority is solved. As an implicit part of the substantive guarantees of the Fourth Amendment, both the right to be free from an unreasonable search and seizure, and the exclusionary rule, are binding on the federal courts and incorporated by the Fourteenth Amendment. The exclusionary rule, then, is enforceable through ordinary judicial review.' The argument that admission of evidence in the trial court itself constitutes part of a violation of the Fourth Amendment privacy right is partially obscured by the "judicial integrity" language in which it is clothed.' The substantial argument that from time to 15 Id. at 656.
16 Id.
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The implied privilege argument resonates in the minds of contemporary lawyers because we have come to think of the Fourth Amendment not as constitutional law but as criminal procedure. It is, then, initially plausible to say that the exclusionary rule is the most important privilege of that amendment. The Fourth Amendment does not, however, reflect any special concern for criminal defendants. It is chiefly a protection for those innocent of any wrongdoing. Those innocent of serious crimes are, after all, more numerous than the guilty. Moreover, searches and seizures of the innocent will less frequently be reasonable. With a little extra effort, one can usually procure a valid warrant to search premises where narcotics are stockpiled. It is much harder to procure a valid warrant to search the living room of a law abiding citizen picked at random. It would be odd indeed to find that the chief constitutional privilege of the Fourth Amendment is one that does not apply to that citizen.
Justice Clark's claim in Mapp that the exclusionary rule is "logically and constitutionally necessary" is also surely overstated. It is no feat to imagine a regime that has a Fourth Amendment but no exclusionary rule. It may not be desirable, but it is hardly like a "round square," a logical contradiction. Mapp, 367 U.S. at 656.
18 Judicial integrity is introduced in Mapp as a counter to Judge Cardozo's aphorism that " [t] he criminal is to go free because the constable has blundered." People v. Defore, 242 N.Y. 13, 20 (1926) . Justice Clark quoted from Justice Brandeis' dissent in Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438 (1928) , overruled by Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347 (1962) . "Our government is the potent, the omnipresent teacher. For good or time emerges might better be called a "governmental integrity," or "extended violation" argument. The idea is that if one is concerned about the integrity of the police, the prosecution, and the courts, then one cannot see the introduction of tainted evidence at trial as separate from the original search or seizure that gave the evidence that taint. Such evidence is usually obtained in the hope of introducing it at a criminal trial. Its admission, therefore, furthers the purposes of the police officer who "chooses to suspend [the Fourth Amendment's] enjoyment." 19 Although Justice Clark did not take express note of it, the people are surely less "secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects" if the fruits of unreasonable searches and seizures can be introduced against them in a criminal trial. 20 Because it further diminishes the security of the victim's privacy, introduction of the improperly gathered materials into evidence may be seen as part of a single transaction which began with the police misconduct. 21 The consequence of this argument is, then, the same as that of the implicit privilege argument-the exclusionary rule is part and parcel of the Fourth Amendment itself.
c. Essential Deterrent Sanction
The third Mapp argument is the one that arguably survives, in for ill, it teaches the whole people by its example ....
If the government becomes a lawbreaker, it breeds contempt for law; it invites every man to become a law unto himself; it invites anarchy." Id. at 485. In the same spirit, Justice Clark concluded that "Nothing can destroy a government more quickly than its failure to observe its own laws, or worse, its disregard of the charter of its own existence." Mapp, 367 U.S. at 659.
Taken at its face value, this is an argument of dubious merit. Its empirical premise is called into some question by the number of nations that lack any exclusionary rule, and yet have apparently so far withstood the inevitable fall into anarchy. See supra notes 2-3. For most of its history, the United States itself was governed by the common law rule that relevant evidence is admissible whatever its provenance. See Adams v. New York, 192 U.S. 585 (1904) .
More interesting is the question of exactly how the judicial integrity justification is supposed to tie into constitutional authority to impose the rule upon the states. Although it is doubtlessly desirable for the Court to take those actions within its power to guard against the destruction of the government, with which of its Article III powers does it protect the integrity of the state judiciary?
19 Mapp, 367 U.S. at 660. 20 Of course, by this logic, the introduction of tainted material in any official proceeding, or indeed any other official publication or use of the material would constitute part of the original violation. The Court, quite clearly, has not seen things this way. an altered form, later doctrinal developments. Its central claims are that the exclusionary rule effectively deters violations of the Fourth Amendment, and that this deterrent effect is essential to the vitality of the amendment. 22 This particular "sanction" is so vital to the Fourth Amendment that without it that amendment would be only "a form of words." 23 It is, therefore, an implicit part of the Fourth Amendment itself. This is different from the argument for the exclusionary rule as an implied privilege, although the way that Justice Clark weaves the two arguments together suggests that he was incompletely aware of their distinctness. The privilege of exclusion might be part of the Fourth Amendment even if exclusion were not an effective deterrent. Alternatively, if the exclusionary rule is an indispensable sanction giving life to the Fourth Amendment by deterring its violation, one might conclude that it is part of that amendment, even if one regarded it as a disagreeable side effect that criminal defendants thereby acquire a privilege. The privilege would not then itself be a direct implication of constitutional values. On the implied privilege argument the exclusionary rule is part of the Fourth Amendment because without it the amendment would lose its meaning for the victims of its violation (who are also criminal defendants). On the essential deterrent sanction argument, the exclusionary rule is an implicit part of the Fourth Amendment because without it there would be a level of violation that would undermine the amendment.
The Precedential Value of Mapp
Mapp thus contains three independent arguments each sufficient, if sound, to supply constitutional authority for the Court to In Mapp, Justice Clark quotes the second of these sentences. He presumably omitted the first because it sits uneasily with the constitutional privilege argument. In any event, deterrence cannot play the same role in the argument in Mapp as it did in Elkins. In the latter case, the Court exercised its supervisory authority over the federal courts to exclude from the federal trial court evidence unconstitutionally obtained by state agents. The importance and effectiveness of the exclusionary rule as a deterrent measure served as justification for this use of the Court's supervisory authority. So what is the problem? A minor problem is that none of the arguments in Map ever had the support of five justices. The major problem is that what support those arguments did have in their original form quickly eroded. I will here discuss only the minor problem, reserving the major for the next section.
The Chief Justice and Justices Black, Brennan, and Douglas joined the majority opinion in Mapp. Justice Black, however, made it clear in his concurrence that he did not in fact endorse any of the key arguments of the opinion.
I am still not persuaded that the Fourth Amendment, standing alone, would be enough to bar the introduction into evidence against an accused of papers and effects seized from him in violation of its commands. For the Fourth Amendment does not itself contain any provision expressly precluding the use of such evidence, and I am extremely doubtful that such a provision could properly be inferred from nothing more than the basic command against unreasonable searches and seizures.
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What did persuade Black that the exclusionary rule could be imposed through the judicial review power was the force of the Fifth Amendment working in tandem with the Fourth. This position was precedented in Boyd v. United States, 2 5 the earliest of the Court's cases to exclude probative physical evidence on constitutional grounds.
However, although the majority opinion made some polite gestures toward the combination of the Fourth and Fifth Amendments as "supplementing phases of the same constitutional purpose," 26 Justice Clark carefully avoided embracing Black's view: "The philosophy of each Amendment and of each freedom is complementary to, although not dependent upon, that of the other in its sphere of influence .... " 27 The arguments in Mapp going to the Court's constitutional authority to impose the exclusionary rule were then, in effect, those of None of this is inconsistent with the Mapp "essential deterrent sanction" argument. Calandra does, however, suggest that some alteration in that argument would be required. By characterizing the exclusionary rule as "judicially created," the Court cast doubt on the essentiality of the rule. In Mapp the exclusionary rule's effectively deterrent character made it part of the Fourth Amendment, a part revealed by interpretation. It was not the product of judicial creativity. What would be compatible with Calandra, then, is a sanc-28 381 U.S. 618 (1965 That exclusion is not a necessary corollary of the Fourth Amendment puts the final nail in the coffin of the personal privilege and extended violation arguments on both of which the exclusionary rule is in principle inseparable from the amendment. Leon's language is, then, if anything more damning of those two Mapp doctrines than was Calandra's. The essential deterrent sanction doctrine, however, might survive Leon as well as Calandra if the doctrine could be modified to create enough conceptual distance between the exclusionary rule and the Fourth Amendment. The rule would not then count as a "necessary corollary" of the amendment. The Court has frequently linked its enforcement of the exclusionary rule in the federal courts with its supervisory authority.
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There is a serious question whether it is a legitimate exercise of supervisory authority to exclude relevant evidence for the purpose of creating incentives for executive officers with respect to matters not before the court. 3 9 The supervisory authority is not, however, even a candidate in the application of the exclusionary rule to the states. " [F] ederal courts hold no supervisory authority over state judicial proceedings and may intervene only to correct wrongs of constitutional dimension." 4 0
The Reagan-Bush Justice Department challenged Mapp in very much these terms: "The Supreme Court has never overtly asserted or defended the proposition that it possesses the authority to exclude evidence in a case in which the state court itself would not violate the Constitution by admitting it, and it is difficult to see what constitutional authority the Court could point to as the basis for the assumption of such power." The Justice Department that raised the question as to the constitutional authority for the exclusionary rule was, it hardly needs mentioning, generally hostile to the rule. 42 Professor Kamisar opined that " [u] ntil the exclusionary rule rests once again on a principled basis rather than an empirical proposition, as it did originally andfor much of its life, the rule will remain in a state of unstable equilibrium. ' 47 Professor Monaghan, as a prelude to his celebrated defense of the rule as constitutional federal common law, observed that the deterrence rationale threatens the very legitimacy of the rule itself, in whatever form it takes. As a matter of traditional constitutional theory, the significant issue is whether the Supreme Court has the authority to mandate the exclusionary rule if the rule is not a necessary corollary of a constitutional right.
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Professors Schrock and Welsh noted that "[w]hen the court acknowledges that it has no constitutional business excluding evidence, the suspicion naturally arises that it has no business at all excluding evidence."
The Reagan-Bush Justice Department challenge to the constitutional authority behind the exclusionary rule was not, then, unprecedented. There had been some prior recognition of the potential conflict between the Court's understanding of the rule and its continued viability, especially for the states. Still, there is hardly the sense of crisis one might have expected at the disappearance of the constitutional foundations for one of the chief pillars of modem criminal procedure.
Why is the question of this article not on everyone's lips: Can the exclusionary rule be saved? Many academics dismiss the problem of Mapp's constitutional authority with the sweeping judgment that Calandra, Leon and progeny were all wrongly decided. 50 Inasnying that the rule was "part and parcel" of the Fourth Amendment, the majority rejected "the only possible predicate for the Court's conclusion [ The task is to see if there is constitutional authority for imposing, or at least for retaining, an exclusionary rule of the sort the Court outlined in Calandra and Leon. That is, a purely instrumental, deterrent exclusionary rule. What I will do here is to sketch what seems to me to be the best theory supporting the existence of such authority.
The outline of the theory was provided by Kaplan in his "quasiconstitutional" account of the exclusionary rule. 5 3 Because "quasiconstitutional" is less than perspicuous, this article will call it the "contingent violation" theory. This theory denies the Reagan-Bush Justice Department's premise that there is no violation of the Constitution if the trial court admits evidence that is excludable under the rule. It grants that admission of the evidence does not violate any right of the defendant and is not necessarily a violation of the Constitution. It is a violation of the Constitution, however, contingent upon certain institutional and empirical facts. Part II will outline the general structure of the contingent violation theory, and argue that it is coherent and acceptably operational. The problem with the theory as it was set out by Kaplan is that the constitutional source of the contingent obligation to enforce the Fourth Amendment through use of the exclusionary rule is somewhat mysterious. Part III will explore the most natural and plausible possibility-that the obligation is implicit in the Fourth Amendment itself. It will be argued that there is no contradiction between the existence of a contingent enforcement obligation in the Fourth Amendment and the Leon language to the effect that the exclusionary rule is not a corollary of the amendment.
The article will assess the acceptability of the theory, amplified in this fashion, with respect to case law and different styles of constitutional interpretation. It concludes that even "originalist" and "textualist" interpreters might be brought into support of the theory if they are committed to a sufficiently robust concept of stare decisis. Finally, this article examines briefly three other ways to save the exclusionary rule: the constitutional federal common law theory, the remedial theory, and the supervisory authority theory. It will be argued that the implicit enforcement clause version of the contingent violation theory is superior to these other ways of saving the exclusionary rule and is in fact the best way of saving the rule consistent with retention of post-Mapp doctrine. Whether the best way is good enough will depend upon one's attitude towards constitutional interpretation and constitutional stare decisis.
II.
THE CONTINGENT VIOLATION THEORY

A. THE LOGICAL STRUCTURE OF A CONTINGENT EXCLUSIONARY RULE
The contingency of the exclusionary rule has long been contended for by proponents of what Professor Kaplan, its principal author, called the "quasi-constitutional" theory of the rule. Kaplan accepted the then emerging Supreme Court view that the exclusionary rule is justified only in terms of its relative utility as a deterrent measure. It did not follow, he argued, that the rule is not constitutionally required. It is required, but not uniquely required except in the absence of other acceptable alternatives.
The rule is not written into the Constitution. Rather, the Constitution demands something that works-presumably at a reasonable social cost. The content of the particular remedial or prophylactic rule is thus a pragmatic decision rather than a constitutional fiat.
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A proponent of the contingent violation theory must clear three hurdles to show the theory is acceptable. First, she must demonstrate that the notion of a contingent constitutional duty of this sort is coherent. Second, she must argue that the obligation to enforce the Fourth Amendment through indirect means is operational in the sense that it gives rise to directions that courts can follow. Third, she must isolate the constitutional source of the contingent obligation.
This article will argue that the first of these hurdles, coherence, is easily cleared. Operationality is a weak point of the theory, but this weakness leads to nothing worse than the sort of "balancing" that courts must routinely struggle to carry out. It is with respect to 54 Id. at 1027, 1029-30.
the third hurdle that the theory stumbles, and requires the supplementation of Part III of this article.
B. THE COHERENCE OF CONTINGENT CONSTITUTIONAL OBLIGATIONS
The most familiar constitutional demands are absolute requirements or absolute prohibitions. 5 5 Is the idea of a contingent constitutional demand coherent? Let me start out with some simple models to show that the sort of contingency in question here is not a problem.
Consider A ' obligation to shovel the snow from the sidewalk in front of his house. In the typical case this obligation will arise contingently from an ordinance that requires that he keep his sidewalk clear of snow. The relevant contingencies are the triggering contingency that snow has fallen and the contingencies of means: he has no snowblower, and it would be inefficient to try to melt the snow with a hair dryer. The obligation for A to take shovel in hand, then, becomes absolute.
The obligation to use the exclusionary rule to enforce the Fourth Amendment is parallel. The triggering contingency is an unacceptable level of violations of the substantive provisions of the Fourth Amendment. The contingencies of means are the absence of alternative effective enforcement devices. So far then, there is no problem. Far from raising issues of coherence, contingent obligations of this sort are both common and wholly unproblematic.
The obligation that the theory understands to be on the state courts to exclude evidence seized in violation of the Fourth Amendment is contingent in a second respect. It is the contingency of a joint obligation that can be discharged by any of the joint obligees. The Fourth Amendment speaks directly to the state or federal executive. An executive officer is obligated neither to participate in nor to authorize any conduct in violation of the amendment. If there is an obligation to take reasonable steps to protect against violations of the Fourth Amendment, it is as applicable to the executive and legislative branches as it is to the court system. The obligation of enforcement on any of the branches is contingent upon the failure of the other branches to meet their similar obligations. Is there anything troubling about a contingency of this sort? There is no problem from the standpoint of the logic of obligation. Consider a duplex house with two owners. The owners are under a joint obligation to keep the sidewalk clear. If either shovels the walk, she discharges the obligation of both. If neither shovels they have each failed in her obligation. It is as simple as that.
C. THE OPERATIONALITY OF THE CONTINGENT OBLIGATION
If there is no general logical problem with the notion of contingent constitutional obligations, this particular sort of contingent obligation may still seem a little troubling. What is required is, according to Kaplan, "something that works" at a "reasonable social cost." What is it for something to "work?" And what is a "reasonable social cost?" Kaplan simply assumed that the exclusionary rule works, but of course it does not work in the sense of preventing all Fourth Amendment violations. No one thinks that it does or could reduce them to a de minimis level. By contrast, the exclusionary rule, and presumably many other means, "work" in the weak sense of deterring some possible violations.
A more reasonable notion of "working" would be to cut violations down to a tolerable level. But tolerable to whom? Any violation may seem intolerable to its victim. The general citizenry, by contrast, might be willing to accept a fairly high level of violations, especially if those violations were largely restricted to "drug prone locations."
It makes no real progress to adopt the test of what is tolerable to the Supreme Court. Where is the Court to turn for its standard? It would look to the Constitution in vain. The language of the Fourth Amendment is absolute, "the right of the people ... shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue .... ." The Fourteenth Amendment is similarly categorical. Members of the Court may have concluded that the exclusionary rule "works" in that it deters a significant number of violations, which number is probably greater than any alternative that the states were very likely to put into place. What is a "significant" number? Enough that it is worth having the rule even given its costs.
There is, then, no real standard here, either for the rule to count as "working" or for its costs to count as "reasonable." Even if the Court knew precisely the deterrent efficiency of the rule, the problem of appropriate standards would remain. The Court must is not, of course, either contingent upon or discharged by anything done or undone by the other branches.
evaluate undeterred Fourth Amendment violations against lost convictions of the guilty. That is a determination that is inevitably a matter of intuition, not standard. 57 Is this a problem? It surely means that the determination the Court must make is not operational in a sense that would be satisfactory to designers of scientific research protocols. But weighing values in this way is something that courts are from time to time properly called upon to do. It is an ineliminable part ofjudging in a world in which values of genuinely different sorts come into collision. The operationality objection is, then, not fatal to the contingent violation theory.
D. THE SOURCE OF THE CONTINGENT OBLIGATION
The contingent violation theory quickly solves one of the problems which must be solved to save the exclusionary rule. The Supreme Court's authority to impose the rule is simply the judicial review authority of Marbury v. Madison. 58 The hard question for this theory is the source of the contingent constitutional obligation of the federal and state courts to enforce the Fourth Amendment through the use of the exclusionary rule. It is a more modest version of Mapp's "essential sanction" argument that provides the best answer to this question.
III. ENFORCEMENT CLAUSE IMPLICIT IN THE FOURTH AMENDMENT
A. THE NATURE OF THE ENFORCEMENT CLAUSE
The essential sanction argument as set out in Mapp was to the 57 I speculate that the reason the Court for a long time was content with the exclusionary rule is that the majority ofJustices concluded that the "weight" of a lost conviction is a good deal less than that of a Fourth Amendment violation. If we should be willing to forego many convictions to avoid a violation, then one is likely to be satisfied with hunches as to the actual effectiveness ratio, backed up by little, if any, data.
This relative weighing, I speculate further, was a result of the conclusion that a wrong at the hands of the state is a great deal worse than a wrong at the hands of a private individual. The invasion of one's home by the police is qualitatively different from the invasion by a burglar. This reasoning is parallel to that from which a minority on the Court concluded that capital punishment is a priori unjustifiable, whatever the deterrence statistics might turn out to be. The distinction between private and public wrongs is surely of substantial importance. I wonder, however, if some of the Justices might not have given too little weight to the public side of a lost conviction. It is not just that someone who may be dangerous is back out on the street. Someone whose acts deserve official and emphatic denunciation goes undenounced-indeed, is able to thumb his nose at our attempt to denounce him. The significance of the exclusionary rule's distortion of retributive justice was long reflected in public opinion before it began to have some effect on the reflections of the Court.
58 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803).
effect that the exclusionary rule is part of the Fourth Amendment because, in the absence of the rule, violations of the amendment would be so numerous that the amendment would lose its meaning. The proposition that the exclusionary rule is a deterrent sanction has gained in prominence since Mapp. The only aspect of Mapp's essential deterrent sanction argument that is inconsistent with subsequent case law is the claim that the exclusionary rule so understood is part of the Fourth Amendment. That claim was undercut by the "judicial creativity" language of Calandra and the Leon assertion that the exclusionary rule is not a "necessary corollary" of the Fourth Amendment. 59 The conceptual framework of the contingent violation theory provides a way of retaining the thrust of the essential deterrent sanction theory while leaving behind the claim that the exclusionary rule is a necessary corollary of the Fourth Amendment. Suppose that there is an implicit "enforcement principle" that is a necessary corollary of the Fourth Amendment. An enforcement principle would, in effect, create an affirmative duty upon the federal courts to take reasonable steps to insure that "the right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated." A crude statement of such a principle might run as follows:
E: If in the absence of a rule of evidence or procedure in the trial courts to deter violations of the Fourth Amendment there would be an unacceptably large number of such violations, and if a given rule would be more effective than any other practicable measure for controlling violations of the amendment, and if such rule would operate at a reasonable cost, then such rule is required.
It is not wholly implausible that some of the most important guarantees of the Bill of Rights might have built in protections along these lines against becoming "mere forms of words." 60 If so, then the implicit enforcement principles would be binding upon the federal courts by the force of the amendment of which each enforcement principle is an implicit part. The enforcement principles would be incorporated against the states along with the amendments. Is it logic chopping to deny that the exclusionary rule is a necessary corollary of the Fourth Amendment while granting that status to an enforcement principle from which the exclusionary rule follows with the addition of empirical premises? That is to say, did Justice White and the Leon majority intend to place a greater distance between the exclusionary rule and the Fourth Amendment than is represented by this version of the essential sanction theory? It is, to be sure, something of a logician's point to say that the exclusionary rule is a contingent consequence rather than a necessary corollary of the Fourth Amendment. Still this theory's contention that the exclusionary rule is contingent is of more than theoretical importance, especially, if there are viable alternatives to the exclusionary rule as Chief Justice Burger suggested. 6 1 Moreover, a little subtlety in fitting theory to the language of the cases may not be such a bad thing if the alternative is a crisis created by a conflict between the language of the cases and the Court's continuing enforcement of the exclusionary rule.
B. ACCEPTABILITY OF THE INTERPRETATION
Compatibility of the Interpretation with Case Language
The Fourth Amendment implicit enforcement clause version of the contingent violation theory receives support in the 1990 case, 61 Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents, 403 U.S. 388, 420 (Burger, C.J., dissenting). See MALCOLM R. WILKEY, ENFORCING THE FOURTH AMENDMENT BY ALTERNATIVES TO THE EXCLUSIONARY RULE (1982) (suggesting application of administrative discipline, tort remedy, or judicial hearing after conviction of target of search or seizure appropriate to determine legality of officer's conduct, which, if found unlawful, would require disciplinary action by the police against the officer, or a striking of the evidence from target's trial); Randy E. Barnett The implicit enforcement clause theory has the further advantage that it saves the exclusionary rule in both the federal and state courts with a single interpretive move.6
Admittedly, the luster of this conceptual advantage is somewhat tarnished by the fact that the Court itself often seems to suggest that there are different sources of authority for the. exclusionary rule in the state and federal courts. In 1991, Justice Scalia, for the Court, confirmed that Weeks (understood as promulgating the rule for the federal courts) was an exercise of the supervisory authority. 65 As already discussed, the supervisory authority is not an option for the Court with respect to the state courts. In fact, the Court has been strangely silent as to its authority for the exclusionary rule in the state courts. 62 493 U.S. 307 (1990). There may be some doubt as to the Court's continuing support for this language, inasmuch as Justice Brennan's five person majority also included Justices Marshall and White.
63 Id. at 311. 64 I have given a good deal of thought to the alternative of locating the implicit enforcement clause in the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The forcefulness of that amendment's intrusions upon prior state prerogatives suggested the possibility that there might be such an implicit clause in the Fourteenth Amendment Due Process Clause, yet none in the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment. This would, however, have the inelegant consequence that the basis for the exclusionary rule in the state courts would be different from that (if there were any basis) in the federal courts. This inelegance is counterbalanced to some degree by the Court's language, discussed in the text, suggesting that the exclusionary rule in the state courts is a matter of the Fourth Amendment, while that in the federal courts is a matter of the supervisory authority. In the end, I concluded that if there is an implicit clause in the Fourteenth Amendment, then there is one in the Fifth Amendment as well. This is at least strongly suggested by the logic and politics of "reverse incorporation. The best way to impose coherence on the Court's exclusionary rule jurisprudence is to take the references to the supervisory authority to be superfluous. The supervisory authority might possibly support the rule in the federal courts, and was at various times taken to do so; but closer inspection shows that the rule's authority flows, albeit with a meander, from the Fourth Amendment itself. The Court came closest to enunciating this understanding of exclusionary rule doctrine in United States v. Payner. 6 6 The issue in that case was whether the supervisory authority could be invoked to exclude evidence seized with particularly egregious illegality from someone other than the defendant whom it was used to convict. Under established exclusionary rule doctrine, Payner lacked an expectation of privacy in these third party materials, and so could not benefit from exclusion. Both the district court and the Court of Appeals, however, had concluded that the nature of the governmental misconduct required it to use its supervisory authority to suppress the material in defense of judicial integrity.
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Justice Powell, for the Court, argued that the Fourth Amendment exclusionary rule and the supervisory authority serve "precisely the same purposes" in "deterring illegality and protecting judicial integrity." 68 Therefore, the supervisory authority has no greater scope than does the Fourth Amendment exclusionary rule, and the evidence should not have been excluded. I draw two conclusions from this case. First, were there no authority for the exclusionary rule derivable from the Fourth Amendment itself, there could be exclusion in the federal courts through the offices of the supervisory authority. Second, the actual authority for the exclusionary rule comes from the Fourth Amendment itself. The Court rejected the supervisory authority "as a substitute for established Fourth Amendment doctrine." 69 The doctrine that Justice Powell denominated "Fourth Amendment" was, in fact, the doctrine governing which criminal defendants are entitled to have evidence suppressed. That is to say, it was the exclusionary rule doctrine. It follows that the exclusionary rule doctrine is a part of the Fourth Amendment doctrine. It is a part even though the rule is not a corollary of the Amendment. That fits perfectly with the theory developed in this article. The exclusionary rule is a contingent consequence of the Fourth Amendment, but a consequence nonetheless. A sketch of the development of the doctrine, then, goes something like this. The exclusion of evidence obtained in violation of the Fourth Amendment was first understood as an exercise of the supervisory authority. In Mapp, the Court concluded that exclusion was mandated, on at least three independent grounds, by the Fourth Amendment. In subsequent cases, particularly Calandra and Leon, the grounds for taking the exclusionary rule to be part and parcel of the Amendment were undermined. Mapp's "essential sanction" argument, however, retained viability, stripped of its pretensions to essentiality. The exclusionary rule thus remains as a joint product of the Fourth Amendment and the Court's understanding that contingencies still support enforcement of the amendment through the exclusion of evidence in criminal cases.
It is not surprising, given this history, that the Court, looking back to the line of federal court cases initiated by Weeks, might sometimes fall into use of supervisory authority language. It is also not too surprising that the Court has been slow to endorse Kaplan's thesis that the exclusionary rule is constitutional but contingent and may be superseded by Congress or a state upon enactment of a satisfactory alternative. Contingency is surely foreign to the common understanding of the rule, but reflection on the case law since Mapp shows that this sort of contingency is inevitable on the Court's understanding of the exclusionary rule. Once the rule became an instrumental matter rather than a requirement of principle, it became vulnerable to replacement by any instrumentally better device. If Congress, with its superior factual research capacity, or a state legislature, with its greater sense of local conditions, should determine that another device more effectively or efficiently enforces the Fourth Amendment, that determination ought to receive appropriate deference from the Court. Is it lack of courage that has kept the Court from following the logic of its doctrine to this conclusion or only lack of a case that properly poses the issue?
Normative Interpretation of the Text
There is surely an argument that a key guarantee of personal privacy against the government, like the Fourth Amendment, is a better constitutional provision if it is accompanied by something on the order of the enforcement clause E, than if there is no constitutionally mandated enforcement. The values inherent in the amendment will probably be more generally realized if there is an enforcement clause. Indeed, perhaps the realization of the value is under some circumstances dependent upon the existence of an implicit enforcement clause-as reflected in the Court's suggestion that without enforcement the rule would be in danger of becoming a "mere form of words."
It is not initially implausible that a document that structures the political life of a free and democratic people might be interpreted so as to reflect in at least a partial fashion the highest political aspirations of that people. So it has appeared to many of our most eminent constitutional interpreters:
[Interpretation of the Constitution] must fit and justify the most basic arrangements of political power in the community, which means it must be a justification drawn from the most philosophical reaches of political theory. 70 Moral and political theory, in conjunction with interpretive history, plays a central role in American constitutional interpretation and understanding of legal tradition. Any justice who is sympathetic to a significantly normative style of constitutional adjudication and who wishes to retain as much as possible of the Court's existing exclusionary rule jurisprudence should, I think, endorse the implicit enforcement clause theory.
For certain normative interpreters of the Constitution, the resulting contingency of the exclusionary rule might even be advantageous. Separation of powers and federalism represent values in the Constitution that are entitled to some respect. Of course, the exact priority of the value of Fourth Amendment privacy in comparison to these great structural values of the Constitution will vary among interpreters. Some may see the partitioning of authority to be itself only an instrumental matter, designed to keep infections from spreading too quickly through the body politic. Others may see a positive political value in placing power in more rather than fewer hands. A contingent exclusionary rule that may be displaced by Congress or the states will not satisfy everyone's sense of the proper accommodation among these values. Perhaps privacy ought never be made to accommodate to federalism or the separation of powers. That is an intelligible normative position, but one of doubtful viability for anyone who accepts the post-Mapp cases. If there is to be accommodation among Fourth Amendment, separation of powers, 70 RONALD DWORKIN, LAW'S EMPIRE 380 (1986).
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and federalism values, the contingent enforcement clause interpretation represents a plausible way of forming it.
The Language of the Text
Not all interpreters, and in particular not all members of the Supreme Court, are drawn to the more aggressively normative styles of constitutional interpretation. "Originalist" and "textualist" interpretations are celebrated, and reviled, as the polar opposites of the more normative approaches.
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It seems overwhelmingly likely that within no member of this family of interpretations will it be plausible that there is an implicit enforcement clause in the Fourth Amendment. There is no language in the framing period that would suggest that anyone thought that the Fourth Amendment carried along with it a clause mandating actions be taken to deter or otherwise prevent future violations. The first exclusion of evidence based upon the Fourth Amendment did not take place until 1886.
3
Turning to the text of the Fourth Amendment itself, could it plausibly be maintained that a sensitive reader would have understood that the words carried an implication along the lines of the enforcement clause E? If one sought to argue that there was such a clause implicit in the text, as a matter of ordinary, if perhaps subtle, implications of the Fourth Amendment language, the best hope would be to argue that affirmative steps to avoid violations can be inferred to be part of a command that "[t]he right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against un-72 Textualism seems to me the more plausible expression of the conservative interpretive style. Presumably, no one believes that private and uncommunicated intents of the framers are the proper loci of constitutional interpretation. Suppose that each of the framers of the First Amendment believed that Islam was not truly a religion. Even if a collection of newly unearthed diaries were to establish this fact about the private mental lives of the founders, that ought not affect even an originalist's interpretation of the First Amendment. To have potential interpretative relevance such a belief would have to have been either communicated to the ratifiers, or so widely and publicly shared that both framers and ratifiers would have accepted it as part of the public meaning of the word "religion."
It seems to me, indeed, that the most plausible member of the originalist family of interpretations, focuses not on "intents" but upon the linguistic dispositions of the ratifiers with respect to the words and phrases of the constitutional text. The framers and ratifiers ask a good deal of us in binding us by the words that they wrote and ratified. If they had wanted us to be bound as well by additional understandings, they ought properly to have put those understandings into the text. Furthermore, they ought to have put them into the text in a way that would be accessible to a fluent speaker of their generation, which is to say, by extension, by later generations who take the time to ascertain the linguistic dispositions of their speakers. might be argued that to receive such a command is, simultaneously, to be placed under an obligation to take steps to see that there are no violations of the right to security. That is, along with the end, it is commanded that appropriate means to that end be put into effect. In ordinary language a categorical command will frequently bring its recipient to an immediate focus on steps to carry out the command. If the command is one that there be no violations of some stated condition, then one thinks of steps to be taken to insure that there are no violations. If some violations seem inevitable, one thinks of steps to minimize violations. The command that a military installation be in spotless condition would bring an obedient officer to take steps to keep it clean. Even in this case, however, the recipient of the command could successfully argue that he was not in dereliction of his duty if the installation were spotless in fact-even if he had done nothing to insure that it should be so. One has not violated the Tenth Commandment if one happens to go through -the day without entertaining a covetous thought, even if one has taken no affirmative precautions against covetousness. In short, it appears that in ordinary cases the relation between a command that there be no violations and steps to guard against violations is one of prudence on the side of the hearer, not an implication in the words of the speaker.
Perhaps we should find an implication in the Fourth Amendment commands that we would not find in other commands because the amendment is constitutional. Constitutional commands, especially if they protect important rights, might well be taken to have a richer set of implications than do ordinary commands. This is not, however, a matter of linguistic dispositions, but of political norms. It rests, once again, on the proposition that it would be a better constitution if something like E were part of the Fourth Amendment. It is grist for a normative interpretation of the text, but not for a narrowly textual interpretation looking to the implications of the words and phrases themselves.
Interpreting the Fourth Amendment to include an implicit enforcement clause along the lines of E is consistent with post-Mapp doctrinal developments. I conclude, however, that, as an initial matter, it is a way of saving the exclusionary rule available only to those who are willing to approach constitutional interpretation in a markedly normative spirit. Those who believe that interpreters are not free to improve upon what was ratified, ought, I think be inclined to 74 U.S. CONST. amend. IV.
reject E, and with it even a contingent exclusionary rule. 75 I say "as an initial matter" and "inclined" for a reason. Many who reject aggressively normative styles of constitutional interpretation give at least some weight to constitutional stare decisis. Stare decisis counsels the retention of precedent even if it rests on an interpretation that would otherwise be unacceptable. The next subsection will examine whether stare decisis ought impel even interpreters of the originalist or narrowly textualist school to embrace E as the best way to accommodate well established holdings and doctrines.
Factoring in Stare Decisis
The joint opinion of Justices O'Connor, Kennedy, and Souter in Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pa. v. Casey 76 shows the possibility of retaining a constitutional precedent for the sake of stare decisis, even though the Court believes that the case was originally decided wrongly. Part III of Casey was joined by Justices Blackmun and Stevens, and must be. seen as setting out the Court's current understanding of constitutional stare decisis.
Could the exclusionary rule be saved in this way? The similarities between Roe v. Wade 77 and Mapp are sufficiently strong that the application of this somewhat new and certainly more detailed theory of stare decisis to Roe might well presage its application to Mapp as well.
Like Roe, Mapp is founded on the substantive side of the Fourteenth Amendment Due Process Clause. Both cases are of the first magnitude. Mapp does not quite rise to the level of prominence and "intensely divisive" controversiality that the Court ascribes "in our lifetime" only to Brown v. Board of Education 78 and Roe v. Wade. 79 Mapp, however, is surely only a step down from the eminence, controversiality, and precedential importance of Brown and Roe. If there have been fewer demonstrations against Mapp than against Roe, there are nonetheless many Americans who are deeply disturbed that criminal defendants are freed on the "technicality" of a flawed search or seizure. A smaller, but substantial, number of Americans 75 An interpreter of originalist or textualist stripe would presumably be no more inclined to find an implied enforcement clause in the Fourth Amendment than in the Third Amendment. Is it just the historical happenstance that there has been so little illegal quartering of soldiers that has stood in the way of the development of a feel as fervently that the search and seizure exclusionary rule is essential to our liberty. So the Court's "watershed case" branch of its stare decisis argument fairly applies to Mapp. If either Roe or Mapp were wrongly decided its mandate constitutes an unwarranted usurpation by the Court of state prerogatives, in sharp conflict with principles of federalism. If either case was wrongly decided, the Court lacks the constitutional authority to impose the federal rule upon the states. In short, the joint opinion suggests that the Court has the authority to keep in place a rule not constitutionally authorized in the first place.
What is the constitutional source of this extraordinary authority? Presumably it is implicit in the Article III judicial power. Without acknowledging this, the joint opinion argues that stare decisis is required for the Court's continued legitimacy. 8 0 Its necessity is supposed to be particularly clear for the watershed cases, the overruling of which would cause the perception that the Court was influenced by political pressure. To bind itself to its past decisions is one way for a court to appear principled and above the battles of public opinion. Other things being equal, devotion to principle should be conducive to the popular perception of a court's legitimacy. A wrongly decided Fourteenth Amendment case, however, is by its nature a breach in the Court's legitimacy. Thus, it is not clear that it is conducive to legitimacy in the final analysis for the Court to say: "We understand that in our original decision we arrogated to ourselves a power that the Constitution denies to us, and gives to you, the states. Recognizing our original mistake, we have nonetheless determined for reasons of our own institutional legitimacy to retain the authority over your affairs that we wrongly took from you."
Even if this were, all things considered, conducive to legitimacy or perceived legitimacy, it is unclear that either actual or perceived legitimacy of the Supreme Court is a constitutional value of more weight than the principles of separation of powers and federalism around which the Constitution is structured.
With these caveats as to the correctness of the stare decisis doctrine of Casey, it nonetheless represents a tool that the Court currently has available for retaining the exclusionary rule. Mapp's retention is suggested by several of Casey's "prudential and pragmatic considerations designed to test the consistency of overruling On the other side of the ledger, Mapp has not engendered any "reliance that would lend a special hardship to the consequences of overruling and add inequity to the cost of repudiation .... ,,8 6 Perhaps certain criminals take the exclusionary rule into account in structuring aspects of the way they do business, but it is safe to say that this is not the kind of reliance the Court had in mind. No more would it count here that defense lawyers, prosecutors, and judges would be required to make alterations in the way they bargain or try certain cases.
The pivotal consideration is "whether related principles of law have so far developed as to have left the old rule no more than a remnant of abandoned doctrine." ' 7 The Court answered in the negative the question whether "the law's growth in the intervening years has left Roe's central rule a doctrinal anachronism discounted by society . . . ."8 The same answer could probably be given for Mapp. There is no social consensus that there is a fatal doctrinal infirmity in Mapp, but that is not surprising. Only rarely does the general society come to have views on the doctrinal bona fides of case law.
The Court also concluded, however, that "[n]o evolution of legal principle has left Roe's doctrinal footings weaker than they were in 1973. No development of constitutional law since the case was decided has implicitly or explicitly left Roe behind as a mere survivor of obsolete constitutional thinking." 8 9 Indeed Roe, thejoint Casey opinion concluded, had substantial constitutional merit. The opinion argued in detail that the right to choose an abortion was a central part of Fourteenth Amendment liberty. Stare decisis played its role only in the conclusion that the states' "interests in protecting pre-natal life" did not outweigh that liberty. 9°S tare decisis in Casey, then, worked in concert with a substantive theory that was at least very nearly sufficient on its own to have made Roe rightly decided in the first place. Perhaps on the new view of stare decisis it is very little stronger than a tie breaker. If the precedent's being "nearly right" is a condition of the new stare decisis, that diminishes substantially its pretensions-as well as the force of the criticisms made here of the new stare decisis. It may not, however, substantially lessen the utility of stare decisis for saving the exclusionary rule.
Mapp does have a certain vulnerability on this analysis. As discussed above, Mapp's doctrinal footings, always fragile, were largely undermined by Calandra and Leon. 9 1 If one were to understand the subsequent cases to be flatly inconsistent with all of the Mapp theories, then Casey stare decisis would not save the exclusionary rule. As I have argued, however, Mapp's essential deterrent sanction argument does survive subsequent doctrinal development, albeit in a significantly modified form. The rule is not an essential but a contingent sanction, as recognized by Kaplan, and as represented by the postulation of an implicit enforcement clause E in the Fourth Amendment.
To save Mapp in this way is, of course, not to save Mapp as it was originally conceived. An exclusionary rule that might be overthrown by a re-weighing of costs against benefits is not the sort of exclusionary rule that its friends will admire. This is especially true in that Congress or individual states would have some leeway in conducting the re-weighing. But Casey stare decisis preserved only part of the substance of Roe as well. If Mapp is to be preserved through an exercise of the new stare decisis, it is most plausibly preserved as understood in terms of a contingent enforcement clause implicit in the Fourth Amendment. Anything else would be in too great a conflict with subsequent doctrine.
What is the upshot of all this? An interpreter of a more originalist or textualist bent might well follow the new stare decisis to join in support of the theory developed here with those who are more aggressively normative in interpreting the Constitution. The theory that the Fourth Amendment has an implicit contingent enforcement clause might, however, remain an unacceptable way of saving the rule for those whose style of interpretation is originalist or textualist and who are uncomfortable with the proposition that the Court may come to have a power by virtue of wrongly insisting in a past case that it had such a power.
IV. OTHER WAYS TO SAVE THE EXCLUSIONARY RULE
The Court could save the exclusionary rule by returning to Mapp's personal right or continuing violation arguments. These are coherent and in many respects appealing theories of the rule. They are, however, thoroughly out of step with the Court's exclusionary rule jurisprudence since Mapp. There are three major alternatives to the theory elaborated in this article if the Court wishes to retain that jurisprudence.
Under the first alternative theory the trial court would violate, in admitting the tainted evidence, not the Constitution as such, but constitutionally inspired federal common law. This theory was set out in its most detailed form by Professor Monaghan in 1975.92 Monaghan contended that the judicial power of Article III gives the Supreme Court authority to create a body of subconstitutional common law of individual liberties. A federal common law exclusionary rule applies to the states via the Supremacy Clause.
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A second theory, argued by Professor Beale among others, 9 4 is that the Court's constitutional authority to promulgate the exclusionary rule is the same as that authority by which the Court directs that injunctions shall issue 95 or damages be available 96 in cases involving violations of the Constitution. This is, then, a remedial authority theory.
The third possibility is the supervisory authority theory, touched upon in Part I. It has the advantage that the supervisory authority is frequently referred to in cases applying the exclusionary rule in the federal courts. It has the striking disadvantage that it is at most capable of saving the rule in the federal courts. It will be argued.that none of these alternatives is an attractive way to save the exclusionary rule. If the rule is to be saved in any fashion reasonably consistent with current Supreme Court doctrine, it can only be through the inference that there is a contingent enforcement clause implicit in the Fourth Amendment.
A. CONSTITUTIONAL COMMON LAW
Monaghan contended that the Fourth Amendment exclusionary rule is part of "a substructure of substantive, procedural and remedial rules drawing their inspiration and authority from, but not required by, various constitutional provisions; in short, a constitutional common law subject to amendment, modification, or even reversal by Congress." 98 The first problem this theory faces is that a federal common law exclusionary rule would have already been reversed as to the federal courts by Congress. 9 9 As proposed by the Advisory Committee, Federal Rule of Evidence 402 provided as follows:
All relevant evidence is admissible, except as otherwise provided by the Constitution of the United States, by Act of Congress, by these rules, or by other rules prescribed by the Supreme Court.' 0 0 The Committee on the Judiciary amended the proposed rule by adding at the end "or by other rules prescribed by the Supreme Court pursuant to statutory authority."''
It is in this form that the rule was enacted. Congress has not granted authority to the Court by statute to promulgate a common law exclusionary rule. Therefore a common law exclusionary rule is consistent with Rule 402 only if it is "provided" by the Constitution. But if the exclusionary rule were provided by the Constitution, then there would be no necessity to regard it as common law. It would simply be a matter of constitutional interpretation and judicial review.
There is an argument from the legislative history that it was not the intent of Congress in amending Rule 402 to have any effect upon the Fourth Amendment exclusionary rule or other established rules of criminal procedure. Congress was simply concerned that it "should not appear to acquiesce in the Court's judgment that it has authority under the existing Rules Enabling Acts to promulgate Rules of Evidence ....
"lO2
Because Congress did not intend to 98 Monaghan, supra note 48, at 2-3. 99 The same would be true of the Miranda rule if it were only federal common law. repeal the Fourth Amendment exclusionary rule, Rule 402 should not be read as having done so, whether the rule is constitutionally provided or is a matter of federal common law.
It would appear, however, that the statutory language here is sufficiently unambiguous that it should be regarded as conclusive absent "a clearly expressed legislative intent to the contrary ... ,, 103 Common law rule making to exclude relevant evidence is surely not rule making "pursuant to statutory authority." Even if we were to turn to the legislative history, it is unclear how it should cut. The Congress was probably proceeding on the widely held view that the Fourth Amendment exclusionary rule is provided by the Constitution. It is not, then, surprising that the statute as written should be inconsistent with the survival of a common law exclusionary rule and that there should be no note in the legislative history of that consequence. I conclude that Rule 402 is a substantial obstacle to the current plausibility of Monaghan's constitutional common law theory. 104 There are additional and more fundamental considerations that press against the acceptance of the common law theory even if it were to survive Rule 402. The constitutional common law theory would contribute to saving the exclusionary rule only if it could supply a rational and principled explanation of the proposed status of constitutional common law. What is needed is a foundation for such law in a specific implied power of the federal courts to make common law. For that to be the case, in turn, constitutional common law must have significant similarities to traditional categories of common law. That is, the constitutional foundations for the federal courts to make such common law as they are authorized to make must extend far enough to underlie this new species of common law.
The Court's discussions of its common law authority, post- 104 It should be noted that Monaghan was unable to consider the effects of Rule 402 on this theory at the time he set it out. The Federal Rules of Evidence were enacted, with the crucial amendment, after the publication of his article. It could be argued that constitutional common law is "provided" by the Constitution, after all, not in the sense of being "required," but rather of being "inspired" and "authorized." See Monaghan, supra note 48, at 2-3. But if the Court is constitutionally authorized to make a rule or rules in support of the Fourth Amendment, then the Constitution provides no specific rule. The logic of Rule 402, as amended by Congress, was to cut off precisely the sort of independent rule making initiative that would be represented by reading "provided" broadly to include the making of federal common law inspired and authorized by the Constitution. FED. R. EvID. 402.
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Erie, ' 0 5 do not suggest that the authority is expansive. The Court insists that "instances where we have created federal common law are few and restricted."' 0 6
[A]bsent some congressional authorization to formulate substantive rules of decision, federal common law exists only in such narrow areas as those concerned with the rights and obligations of the United States, interstate and international disputes implicating the conflicting rights of States or our relations with foreign nations, and admiralty cases. In these instances, our federal system does not permit the controversy to be resolved under state law, either because the authority and duties of the United States as sovereign are intimately involved or because the interstate or international nature of the controversy makes it inappropriate for state law to control.1 0 7
The enactment of a federal rule in an area of national concern, and the decision whether to displace state law in doing so, is generally made not by the federal judiciary, purposefully insulated from democratic pressures, but by the people through their elected representatives in Congress.1 0 8
Can the exclusionary rule be put into, or near, the traditional categories of federal common law? Congress clearly did not authorize the making of federal common law in the instance of the exclusionary rule. In fact, Rule 402,109 at the very least, narrowed the Court's authority to exclude relevant evidence.
The other category of traditional federal common law is the common law of "uniquely federal interest."" t 0 Clearly the exclusionary rule is not a matter of admiralty, international disputes, or disputes between states. These categories are not quite exhaustive of traditional uniquely federal interest cases, however. There are also cases where "the authority and duties of the United States as sovereign are intimately involved,"l' among them contracts to which the United States is a party,'i 2 and matters affecting military procurement or other government projects, and civil liability of federal officials arising from their duties." 13
There is surely a respect in which deterring violations of the Fourth Amendment is a federal interest, indeed a federal interest of the most pressing sort. It is not however uniquely federal within the meaning of these cases." i 4 It is not an interest in carrying on the business of federal governance.
If the proposed constitutional common law fails to fit the existing federal common law categories, perhaps it at least shares certain broader characteristics with federal common law. The best arguments that Monaghan makes that rules such as the exclusionary rule are similar to recognized exercises of the federal common law authority are first, that such rules fall within a special institutional competence of the Supreme Court and, second, that there is an overriding need for national uniformity with respect to the mechanisms of enforcement of constitutional rights. These arguments do track aspects of the traditional bases for identifying a rule of decision as appropriately one of federal common law. 1 1 5 As Monaghan rightly observes, as a final and frequent interpreter of the Fourth Amendment, the Supreme Court has a special competence to establish supporting law that is congruent with Fourth Amendment doctrine. There is, however, another side to the exclusionary rule. Whether a Calandra-Leon exclusionary rule is desirable is a highly empirical question of costs and benefits.
To determine how a deterrent rule fares against its competitors, one must determine how much conduct would be deterred by the rule, how serious the conduct is, what an adequate level of deterrence is, what the costs of achieving that level of deterrence would be, what alternative control devices there are, and what their relative costs would be. All of these matters can be expected to differ from state to state.
It seems difficult to argue that the Supreme Court could better perform this empirical analysis than the particular state legislature or even the state courts. It would be especially hard to argue with respect to a state that took the pure deterrence account of the exclusionary rule seriously, and fashioned alternative devices for controlling Fourth Amendment violations. The special competence of the Supreme Court when it comes to constitutional values pales into insignificance upon a close look at the empirical side of a rule in- tended to deter local misconduct. The implicit contingent enforcement clause theory also requires the Court to consider these empirical matters. My theory parts ways with the common law theory, however, in that it would give deference to, rather than automatically displacing, state law.
Monaghan also argued that concern for national uniformity supports the common law theory.
As a general matter, it does not appear appropriate that federally guaranteed rights, particularly when their basis is constitutional, should have materially different dimensions in each of the states when both the source of the right and any ultimate interpretation is unitary. 116
A purely deterrent exclusionary rule, however, does not define the "dimensions" of the rights guaranteed in the Fourth Amendment. What would be a matter of the dimension of the rights would be an exclusionary rule understood as a corollary of those rights or as a remedy personal to the rights holder. As understood by the Court, the exclusionary rule is merely a means to encourage executive compliance. The only relevant "dimension" of the Fourth Amendment rights in question, then, is how well they are enforced. It is desirable that measures be put into place to protect against Fourth Amendment violations. But why is it important that the measures everywhere be the same? If one measure works better in one state and a second in another state, what gain outweighs the loss of imposing the less effective measure on one of the two? What is required is uniformity of effectiveness, not uniformity of means.
The federal common law theory, then, even if it were compatible with Federal Rule of Evidence 402, would have little to recommend it. The exclusionary rule does not fit into any of the traditional categories for which the post-Erie Court has found a constitutional authority to make federal common law. Moreover, the exclusionary rule is not a good functional fit with federal common law. In a conflict between the states and the Courts as to which is better equipped to make the factual determinations involved in structuring a purely instrumental enforcement policy for the Fourth Amendment, the states seem better positioned. That different states employ different methods is unproblematic so long as an acceptable minimum level of compliance with the amendment is uniformly maintained.
B.
THE REMEDIAL AUTHORITY THEORY As Professor Beale notes, the exclusionary rule is remedial "in the sense that it comes into play only where there has been a violation of the Fourth Amendment." 117 She argues from the line of cases initiated by Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of the Fed. Bureau of Narcotics" 8 that "when the Constitution has been violated, the constitutional and statutory authority of the federal courts authorizes the formulation of an appropriate judicial remedy." ' 19 She concludes that the exclusionary rule is an instance of the Court's judicial power as conferred by Article III and statutes.
On this theory the exclusionary rule may well still count as federal common law. It surely will in a sufficiently broad sense of "common law." The explanatory power of the theory, however, lies not in the common law authority, the general conditions on which it is appropriate for a federal court to make common law, but upon a specific authority to supply remedies.
This theory also should be distinguished from Mapp's essential deterrent sanction argument, and the variant of that argument that I have developed in this article. On those arguments, the Court's power to enforce the Fourth Amendment flows not from the general provisions of Article III, but from the Fourth Amendment itself.
As a defense of the exclusionary rule, the remedial authority argument has two areas of vulnerability. First, it may conflict with Rule 402 in the same way that the common law theory does. Second, although the exclusionary rule is remedial in Beale's broad sense, it is, on the Calandra-Leon view, not remedial in the sense of Bivens.
There is no statutory authority to exclude evidence gathered in violation of the Fourth Amendment as a remedy for such violations. The Court's promulgation of a rule to create such a remedy, then, would appear to run counter to Rule 402-on the assumption that the Constitution does not itself provide for exclusion. Suppose that the grant of the Article IIIjudicial power included a grant of a remedial authority broad enough to encompass the exclusionary rule as a Court-created remedy. Even then it is doubtful that the authority could survive Congress's attempt to withdraw it in amending and enacting Rule 402. Congress has the power pursuant to Article III, Section 2 to regulate the Court's appellate jurisdiction. If it could survive the challenge of Rule 402, the remedial authority theory would run into a deeper problem. Although the Court surely has some remedial authority, there is no very good reason to believe that it has the authority to fashion the sort of remedy that the exclusionary rule is on the post-Calandra understanding of that rule.
Bivens provided money damages for a victim of a Fourth Amendment violation. Its progeny extend the availability of that remedy. 1 2 1 There is language in these cases that suggests that damages are just one of the remedies that a federal court might order in an appropriate case. 12 2 Making the questionable assumption that Bivens itself is still doctrinally sound, 123 its extension to the remedy of exclusion of evidence does not seem an enormous leap. 124 What does require a good deal of spring in the legs is crossing the gulf from a remedy sought by a plaintiff who is before the court to a remedy sought as a matter of systemic deterrence. The teaching of Calandra and Leon is that the criminal defendant has no personal right to the exclusion of the evidence. "The purpose of the exclusionary rule is not to redress the injury to the privacy of the search victim .... 1125 This was, of course, precisely the purpose of the remedy in Bivens.
Redressing the injuries of litigants is traditionally within the power of courts in the common law tradition. It does not follow from that fact that it is within the Article III judicial power. It is, however, not an extravagant proposition that such authority was within the judicial power or that it was granted by Congress along with the authority to decide federal question cases. To have the power to decide cases is to have the power to provide at least some reasonable menu of remedies to litigants.
Enforcing a federal right by deterring future violations is, however, a different matter. The point of the Calandra-Leon exclusionary rule is to affect future police activity by punishing the prosecution in the case before the court. The criminal defendant is the beneficiary only because his benefit is the obverse of the prosecution's punishment. This is enforcement of the Fourth Amendment, but it is not intended to remedy the instant violation. No reasonable inference can be drawn from the language of Article III for the proposition that the Court possesses the broader enforcement power necessary for promulgating an instrumental exclusionary rule. Nothing in the case law requires that there be such an Article III enforcement power.
Civil rights cases sometimes give rise to particularly broad and detailed injunctions. These "structural injunctions" are intended to 126 It might be objected, on behalf of the remedial theory, that I have created too great a gulf between the exclusionary rule and more ordinary remedies. If the sole purpose of criminal punishment were deterrence it would still be the defendant before the court who was being punished. Similarly, the deterrent purpose of the exclusionary rule is served by giving the defendant the remedy of suppression. It is, as Calandra, 414 U.S. at 338, and United States v. Leon, 468 U.S. 897 (1984) teach, not a remedy to which the defendant is constitutionally entitled, but, once established, it is a remedy to which the defendant has a clear legal claim.
The fact that the Court has retained the successor notion to Fourth Amendment "standing" arguably shows that the exclusionary rule did not lose touch with the ordinary logic of ajudicial remedy when interpreted in Calandra to have a deterrent function. Suppression is not available to a defendant unless the "disputed search and seizure has infringed an interest of the defendant which the Fourth Amendment was designed to protect." Rakas v. Illinois, 439 U.S. 128, 140 (1978) . See United States v. Padilla, 113 S. Ct. 1936 Ct. (1993 . The fruits of even egregious government misconduct may be used against a third party. United States v. Payner, 447 U.S. 727 (1980) . From this it would appear that the Court understands its authority to exclude evidence to be limited to those cases in which it provides a remedy to a litigant who has been aggrieved by the constitutional violation.
In fact, however, it is the treatment of exclusionary rule "standing" that makes it clear just how far the rule is from being an ordinary remedy for the defendant. The rule precluding a third party from suppressing evidence is itself understood by the Court as an epiphenomenon of deterrence. Because the victim of the unlawful search is almost always a criminal target as well, there is sufficient deterrence, according to the Court, so long as the evidence is excluded from the criminal trial of victims. Any broader exclusion would bring costs for which there would be insufficient additional deterrent benefit. See Rakas, 439 U.S. at 137-38; Alderman v. United States 394 U.S. 165, 174-75 (1969) . By implication, the Court thinks that whatever its authority to exclude, that authority would extend to third party cases if the contingencies of deterrence so dictated.
The defendant does have a legal right to exclusion, but nothing associated with his rights-redress, restitution, compensation, future protection-is a controlling variable. The controlling variable is utilitarian: the deterrence of future violations. Its intended beneficiary is the public at large. That the defendant incidentally benefits does not convert the exclusionary rule into a remedy strictly so called.
benefit a large class of persons injured by the effects of a constitutional deprivation, in particular by the vestiges of segregation. Even in these cases, however, it is the plaintiff class for whom the injunction serves as a remedy. If the court is looking to a wider population, it can still justify its action in terms of a remedy for parties before the court.
Moreover, in these structural injunction cases the Court has not located its remedial authority exclusively in Article III. States that are in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment Equal Protection Clause have affirmative duties to correct the violations and their consequences. 27 The court substitutes itself for the state to take the affirmative steps that the state has failed to take. It is, in effect, an implicit enforcement clause in the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment that accounts for the special nature of the broadest civil rights injunctions. The existence of these cases does not, then, illustrate an Article III authority that goes beyond Bivens remediation. Even if there were an Article III or statutory authority to provide in the federal courts a "remedy" in the interest of nonlitigants, such authority would surely not extend to the state courts.
C. THE SUPERVISORY AUTHORITY THEORY
Because it will not support the exclusionary rule in the state courts, few friends of the exclusionary rule are satisfied with the supervisory authority theory. As is the case with the other theories considered in this part, the supervisory authority theory appears to run afoul of Rule 402. More fundamentally, there is reason to doubt that the supervisory authority could extend as far as the exclusionary rule.
It is uncontroversial that the Congress can override the Court's exercise of its supervisory authority. If the exclusionary rule is such an exercise, then Rule 402 would amount to an override. The authority in question was not itself the subject of a statutory grant, as it would have to be for a supervisory authority exclusionary rule to survive Rule 402.
Looking to the core of the supervisory authority theory, it is plausible that courts empowered to decide cases in law and equity should have some authority to promulgate rules for the fair and effi- cient adjudication of cases. The question is whether this implicit judicial power extends so far as to support rules intended to deter executive agents from misconduct. Professor Beale has argued that it does not:
[T]he federal courts' implied constitutional authority encompasses the power to formulate procedural rules only in a narrow sense: that is, technical details and policies intrinsic to the litigation process, not the regulation of primary behavior and policies extrinsic to the litigation process....
[I]t does not encompass the authority to suppress evidence because of extrajudicial misconduct by the government.
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The Reagan-Bush Justice Department echoed Beale's language, arguing that, if there is any constitutionally authorized supervisory authority, it is limited to rules "that regulate technical details and policies intrinsic to the litigation process, in the interest of enhancing the fairness, reliability and efficiency of that process."
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Case law does not, however, foreclose the possibility that the supervisory authority extends to the regulation of primary behavior in support of the Fourth Amendment. The Court has simply never found the occasion to address the boundaries of the authority. This author would pose the issue as how much is implicated by a "necessary and proper" clause implicit in Article III. Supervisory authority that extends as far as a purely instrumental exclusionary rule would result from placing more emphasis upon "proper" than "necessary." In the end, the more aggressively normative school of constitutional interpretation will have less trouble finding a strong supervisory authority in Article III than will more cautious modes of interpretation. This author concludes that if the supervisory authority theory could survive the Rule 402 challenge, then it is an available option on some modes of constitutional interpretation, so long as the interpreter is content with an exclusionary rule limited to the federal courts and vulnerable to Congressional veto. Most interpreters for whom the supervisory authority remains an option should, I think, find it more appealing to conclude that there is an enforcement clause implicit in the Fourth Amendment that gives rise, under the right conditions, to an exclusionary rule in both the federal and state courts.
V. CONCLUSION
In announcing the application of the exclusionary rule to the states in Mapp, Justice Clark set out three independent bases of con-128 Beale, supra note 94, at 1465. 129 Justice Department, supra note 8, at 811.
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stitutional authority in support of the rule. The rule was implicitly part of the Fourth Amendment because: (1) it was a personal privilege essential to the meaning of the amendment to the victim of its violation, (2) admission of unconstitutionally seized evidence against the victim of that seizure was itself an assault on the privacy interests protected by the amendment, and (3) the rule was a deterrent sanction essential to the amendment's meaning for society as a whole.
These theories in their original form never enjoyed the support of more than fourjustices. The first two theories, the personal privilege and extended violation theories, were wholly undermined by the Burger Court opinions in Calandra and Leon. The new exclusionary rule was functionally a purely instrumental and purely deterrent rule. It was not a part of the Fourth Amendment nor even a "corollary" of that amendment.
The Reagan-Bush Justice Department threw down the gauntlet to the Court over the Court's constitutional authority to promulgate an instrumental exclusionary rule for either the federal or state courts. This article is devoted to finding the best answer to that challenge, and to assessing its merits.
My starting point is the only Mapp argument that survives the later case developments. The "essential deterrent sanction" argument survives only in a domesticated form. Exclusion is essential only in that there must be some effective means of controlling violations of the Fourth Amendment. If, under the circumstances in which we find ourselves, the exclusionary rule does so effectively and efficiently, and if violations would otherwise be intolerable, then the exclusionary rule is constitutionally required.
In short, the post-Mapp doctrine transforms the essential sanction argument into a form consistent with Professor Kaplan's vision of a contingent exclusionary rule. It has been shown that there is nothing logically objectionable in this contingent violation theory of the exclusionary rule. This article has also filled in the gap in Kaplan's theory by detailing how it is that the Constitution gives rise to a contingent exclusionary rule. The most natural possibility, and the one most nearly congruent with Mapp, is that there is a contingent enforcement clause implicit in the Fourth Amendment itself.
This implicit enforcement clause version of Kaplan's contingent violation theory is reasonably consistent with existing case law. Its soundness as an interpretation of the constitutional text is more open to differences of opinion. Most aggressively normative interpreters should find the implicit enforcement clause theory appeal-ing. Originalist and more narrowly textualist interpreters are not as likely to believe that there is such a clause implicit within the amendment. Stare decisis might, however, be sufficient to bring many of these more cautious interpreters on board. It is arguable that stare decisis of the Casey type would preserve just so much of Mapp as coincides with the implicit contingent enforcement clause theory.
There are three other candidates for saving the exclusionary rule. Closer inspection reveals that the constitutional common law theory, remedial authority theory, and supervisory authority theory are unacceptable or at least less appealing than the implicit enforcement clause theory. The version of Kaplan's contingent violation theory detailed in this article, then, is the best way of saving the exclusionary rule without entirely rejecting the Court's post-Mapp exclusionary rule jurisprudence. It may be jolting to the usual lawyerly conception of criminal procedure that the exclusionary rule should be subject to replacement by adequate substitutes through congressional or state action. On reflection, however, its replaceability by a superior cost-benefit approach is a defining virtue of a utilitarian rule, and the Court has been telling us at least since Calandra that this is just what the exclusionary rule is.
As the reader will have sensed, I am less than enthusiastic about my own best solution. I have doubts as to both Casey stare decisis and those approaches to constitutional interpretation sufficiently normative to find an enforcement clause implicit in the Fourth Amendment. This is not the place to expand upon those doubts. For those who have similar doubts, this article raises the possibility that the best way of saving the exclusionary rule consistent with current Supreme Court doctrine is not good enough.
